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“Arithmetic is being able to count up to twenty 
without taking off your shoes.” 

-Mickey Mouse- 



The Purpose of this 

Policy 

The introduction of the new curriculum in 2014 placed greater emphasis on the 
ability of pupils to be able to prove their fluency in calculations, and have a 

range of methods and techniques to rely on to back up their accuracy in solving 
calculation problems. 

The new curriculum has placed a greater emphasis on ‘mastery’ in mathemat-
ics, and has clarified the expectation of what each year group should focus on. 
This updated policy is designed to demonstrate the expectation for each year 

group, with worked examples. It also reminds us that pupils should be thorough 
and accurate in their working out, with ‘Approximate, Calculate, Check it mate’. 

Who this Policy is 

For 

This policy is designed to be ‘user-friendly’ so that it can be accessed by all 
stakeholders in school, including students, teachers, leadership, teaching assis-

tants, governors and parents. 
It clearly shows the expectation of each year group for each operation of ad-

dition, subtraction, multiplication and division. 
The expectations of year groups are shown in order within the booklet so 

stakeholders can see the expectations of the year groups before and after, as 
this shows progression pupils are expected to make, and in a school with mixed-

age classes, will also help with planning. 



The ‘CPA’ Approach 

Our mastery approach as a school requires pupils to work through problems ‘in 
depth’ to ensure that they understand the manipulation of number fully before 

moving onto a harder task. 
One way of ensuring this is to use the ‘CPA’ approach. This can be used by any 

year group and in many areas of mathematics, particularly arithmetic. 
 

CONCRETE—pupils use physical representation of number to help with calcu-
lations. This may include counters and actual objects at first, and then numicon 

and base 10 as numbers get larger. 

PICTORIAL—pupils use picture or images to represent numbers featured in 

problems. This may also be place value counters or cards, as they represent 
numbers rather than physically show them.  

Abstract—pupils use the layout mainly represented in this document. As 

they have followed the previous steps above, pupils should now understand the ap-
proach in greater detail and be able to understand how they are manipulating 
number. This guarantees they understand problems, rather than following pro-

cesses ‘by rote’ - and should lead to less arithmetic errors. 



Early Years Foundation Stage Counting on with objects 

Key Vocabulary: 
add, more, and, make, sum, total, altogether, one more, two more … ten more 
how many more to make …? how many more is … than …? how much more is …? 
 
Key Skills for addition at: EYFS 















Early Years Foundation Stage Taking away objects 

Key Vocabulary: 
 
Key Skills for subtraction at: EYFS 

take away, how many are left/left over? how many have gone? one less, two less, ten less 
…  how many fewer is … than …? how much less is …? difference between 















Early Years Foundation Stage Doubling 

Key Vocabulary: 
Double, doubling, sharing, doubling, halving, number patterns, groups 
 
 
Key Skills for multiplication at: EYFS 

 















Early Years Foundation Stage Halving and Sharing 

Key Vocabulary: 
Double, doubling, sharing, doubling, halving, number patterns, groups, one each, two each 
etc. 

 
Key Skills for division at: EYFS 
















